A Piece Of The Puzzle: Eight Traits Of A Quality Teammate
Synopsis

Author Kevin Kush outlines eight traits that can turn any group or organization into cohesive, high-performing team. Learn how applying these traits can lead to greater productivity and success.
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Customer Reviews

I am from NEBRASKA and recently heard Mr. Kevin Kush, Author of "A Piece of the PUZ LE", at The Centennial High School Awards Night at Utica, NE. The theatre was packed with students, parents, grandparents and friends as Mr Kush held his audience captivated. So much so that in the days ahead I needed to read his entire book. Just today, I told my Grandson's, ages 18 and 13 that this book, "A PIECE OF THE PUZ LE" was, "Required Reading" on this GRANDMA'S LIST! Thank you!

Quality read! Simple to the point practices on effective teams. Kevin has a way of writing that relates to a wide range of people professionally and in their personal lives.

I attended a seminar, the author spoke. I needed this book to loan out to others that needed to receive the message.
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